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I. Introduction and Summary of Position1

A. Witness Introduction, Purpose of Testimony, and Qualifications2

Q. Please state your name, current position and business address.3

A. My name is Karl A. McDermott. I am a Vice President at National Economic Research4

Associates, Inc. (“NERA”).  NERA is a firm of professional economists that provide5

advice  in litigation and regulatory settings, as well as strategic and planning advice to6

clients in the energy, telecommunications, television and broadcasting, securities,7

transportation, health, banking and software industries.  NERA has offices in the United8

States, Europe and Australia.  My business address is 875 North Michigan Avenue,9

Suite 3650, Chicago, IL 60611.10

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?11

A. NICOR Gas (“NICOR” or “Company”) has asked me to review its Gas Cost12

Performance Program (“GCPP” or “Program”) for consistency with Section 9-244 (c)13

of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”).14

Q. Please describe your qualifications.15

A. I have been working in the field of public utility regulation for over twenty years.  In16

1999, I joined NERA as a Vice-President in its Chicago office.  At NERA, I direct17

projects in the electric, gas and telecommunications industries for a variety of clients in18

both the public and private sectors.  From 1998 to 1999 I ran my own consulting19

business, providing economic and regulatory consulting services to a variety of clients20

including public and privately owned utilities, public utility commissions and21

governments both domestically and internationally.22
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Prior to my work as a consultant, I served as a Commissioner on the Illinois Commerce23

Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) (1992-1998).  While at the ICC, I served as the24

Chair of the ICC’s Integrated Resource Planning Policy Committee (1992-1996) and25

the Electricity Policy Committee (1996-1998).  During this time, I was also a member26

of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (“NARUC”), serving27

on NARUC’s Committee on Energy Resources and the Environment (1992-1998) and28

as the Chair of the Subcommittee on the Environment (1996-1998).29

Prior to joining the ICC, I taught undergraduate and graduate economics courses at30

Illinois State University and co-founded and served as the President of the Center for31

Regulatory Studies (“CRS”), a not-for-profit regulatory policy institute located on the32

campus of Illinois State University.  CRS was created to provide the Illinois regulatory33

community with independent third-party research and education on issues impacting the34

regulation of public utilities.  I have also worked on the Staff of the Illinois Commerce35

Commission, the National Regulatory Research Institute (“NRRI”) and Argonne36

National Laboratory.  In addition, I have taught various undergraduate economics37

courses at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the Ohio State University,38

and Parkland College in Champaign, Illinois.39

I have testified before state public utility commissions in California, Illinois, Indiana,40

Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, New York, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin as41

well as before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Federal42

Communications Commission and the Iowa and Illinois General Assemblies.43
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I received a B.A. in economics from Indiana University of Pennsylvania, an M.A. in44

public utility economics at the University of Wyoming and a Ph.D. in economics from45

the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.46

My current vita, detailing more fully my academic and work experience, is attached as47

Exhibit KAM-1.48

Q. What is your experience with performance-based regulation?49

A. In the early 1980’s I left NRRI for a position on the Staff of the Commission.  One of50

the reasons I was hired by the ICC was to address issues related to incentive-based51

regulation.  While at the ICC, I authored three reports on the application of alternatives52

to traditional cost of service regulation.  In addition, I testified before the ICC as to the53

potential use of incentive-based regulation to control costs of power plant construction.54

Since that time, I have authored several publications and reports on the applicability of55

performance-based regulation (“PBR”) to both economic and environmental regulation.56

My curriculum vita cites these reports and publications.  Later in my career, while a57

Commissioner at the ICC, I had the opportunity to evaluate and vote on several58

incentive proposals brought before the Commission.  These proposals ranged across the59

regulated industries including incentive programs for gas commodity procurement, gas60

storage capacity projects, electric PBR and a price cap plan for Illinois Bell Telephone61

Company (“Ameritech”).  In addition, I have lectured and advised governments,62

regulators and utilities in a number of Eastern European states on the applicability,63

design and implementation of performance-based regulation in the natural gas and64

electric industries.65
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Since leaving the ICC, I have been retained by several companies to evaluate and66

design performance-based regulation plans.  For example, I evaluated and/or helped67

design: MidAmerican Energy Company’s gas purchasing performance plan in South68

Dakota and Iowa, Wisconsin Electric Power Company’s electric performance-based69

regulation plan, Otter Tail Power Company’s electric PBR plan in North Dakota and70

Northern States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy’s electric PBR plan also in North71

Dakota.72

B. Summary of Conclusions73

Q. Please summarize your conclusions in this proceeding.74

A. I have concluded that the GCPP as approved by the Commission in November 1999 has75

met its objectives and should be continued as it currently exists.  My main finding is76

that the incentive structure provides the Company with the flexibility to utilize its assets77

in a more economic fashion than under prudence review regulation (i.e., purchased gas78

adjustment clause (“PGA”) regulation).  That is, the current incentive structure provides79

the Company with the impetus to meet the objectives of the GCPP on an on-going basis.80

The flexibility in the GCPP has enabled, and will continue to enable, the Company to81

capitalize on market changes, which in turn benefit both the Company and its82

customers.  This melding of customer and shareholder interest is the main attraction of83

PBR by making regulation less confrontational and more commercially oriented.  The84

GCPP has been a success in meeting its objectives and should be continued as it85

currently exists.86
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C. Summary of Approach to Reviewing NICOR’s GCPP87

Q. Please describe the purpose of performance-based regulation?88

A. Performance-based regulation is directed at changing the rewards from increased effort89

relative to traditional forms of regulation.  For example, under PGA regulation90

increasing effort through innovation, learning or behavioral change is not rewarded on91

the margin.  Under PBR, incentives are used to change the rewards from increased92

effort and prompt the utility to change its behavior to the benefit of both ratepayers and93

shareholders.94

Q. What issues are you examining in this testimony?95

A. The purpose of this testimony is to discover if NICOR has achieved the objectives of96

the GCPP as set out in the Commission Order in ICC Docket No. 99-0127 (Order).  As97

such, I will be taking as given the elements and structure of the GCPP as designed in98

that Order.  The Commission previously has found that the benchmark is a reasonable99

measure of gas costs as they would occur under the PGA and therefore creates a100

reasonable cost target to measure NICOR’s performance.  The form and content of the101

GCPP is the product of the Commission’s deliberations reflecting adjustments made by102

the Commission to achieve an incentive environment that would lead the Company to103

take appropriate risks, employ competitive options and strive to make the most effective104

decisions possible, that, in the end, would benefit both the ratepayers and the105

stockholders.  This testimony will examine these issues and determine whether the106

objectives have been met by the program as it is currently designed.107

Q. Please describe the process you used to develop your testimony.108
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A. I reviewed not only the fact that the Company shared earnings with ratepayers over the109

last two years,1 but I have also reviewed the organizational, operational and cultural110

changes that have occurred as a result of the program.  In performing this review, I have111

interviewed Company employees including those responsible for gas purchasing as well112

as Company officers.  I have also reviewed the new information gathering and analysis113

function that has evolved in response to the GCPP and reviewed Company114

organizational changes and evaluated the overall Company response to the GCPP.115

Finally, I reviewed the Illinois Public Utility Act Section 9-244(c), as cited in the116

Commission’s order initiating this Docket, the Commission’s Order in Docket117

No. 99-0127 (Order)2 approving the original GCPP, the testimony filed in that case as118

well as the Company’s responses to ICC Staff data requests that have been provided to119

the Staff of the ICC prior to my filing this testimony.120

Q. How was the GCPP designed to create incentives?121

A. The GCPP, as articulated in the Order, establishes a single benchmark that reflects the122

costs that customers would have faced under traditional PGA regulation.  The incentive123

facing NICOR is to beat that level of costs and to share the net benefits with customers124

on a 50/50 basis.  The GCPP addresses only the PGA related expenses, however, the125

outcome of the cost control efforts is a product of a cohesive set of interconnected126

decisions that must be judged as a whole and not separately.  The reason that a single127

benchmark was employed was to reflect the interconnected nature of the utilization of128

                                                
1 The amount that has been shared with ratepayers is provided by NICOR witness Behrens (NICOR Ex. 1).
2 The Order was dated November 23, 1999.
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transportation and storage assets in conjunction with commodity purchasing decisions.129

As cited in the Order, NICOR reasoned that a single benchmark:130

… is the easiest type of Benchmark to understand and administer131
(as opposed to multiple benchmarks for different costs). A single132
benchmark also recognizes the interrelationship between various133
cost elements and thereby avoids questions of cross-subsidization134
and conflicting utility incentives. (cite omitted). In addition, a135
single benchmark is easier to apply from an accounting136
perspective and easier for [ICC] Staff to review, as all the key137
elements affecting gas costs — commodity costs, transportation138
costs, storage costs, and credits generated by gas supply activities139
— are reflected in a single number.140

(Order at 5-6).141

This reasoning remains solid. While there is always the potential for criticizing a single142

aspect or particular decision that was made during the course of the initial two-year143

review period of the program, the proper framework for evaluating the success or144

failure of the program is to judge whether the GCPP has achieved its objectives as a145

whole.146

Q. Why is it appropriate for a PBR plan to address only “global” indicators and not147

specific indicators as was the case under cost of service or PGA regulation?148

A. The entire purpose of shifting to performance-based regulation is to move away from a149

“transaction-by-transaction” analysis of Company actions, thereby saving regulatory150

costs, and focusing the Company not on how each transaction will play, in isolation, in151

a regulatory hearing, but on how best to structure transactions to achieve total cost152

savings.  This is how markets evaluate firms, i.e., based on total performance and not153

the performance of any individual action.  Evaluating the GCPP on a transaction-by-154

transaction basis is akin to single-issue ratemaking in the old regulatory system.  Such a155
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result is inconsistent with both good commercial incentives and with the entire PBR156

approach to regulation.157

Q. Is a GCPP type program common  in the US gas utility industry?158

A. Performance-based regulation of the procurement function has become more common159

in the United States over the last decade.  In the years following well-head price160

decontrol and the separation of the merchant function from the interstate pipelines, most161

states utilized some form of gas cost pass through mechanism such as the PGA that162

Illinois uses.  As the incentive structures inherent in these mechanisms began to be163

more fully understood, some states moved toward utilizing incentives inside of the pass164

through mechanism.3  However, it became clear that utilizing single factor incentives165

schemes has the effect of distorting utility behavior toward that single factor.4  In order166

to provide overall incentives for good gas purchasing behavior, incentive regulation for167

the procurement of gas has further evolved in the past five years with the adoption of168

benchmarking, such as is done in the GCPP.  Exhibit KAM-2, presents the results of a169

survey of US natural gas utilities that have or have had some form of gas procurement170

PBR since 1997.5  Moving toward a single benchmark allows much more flexibility for171

the utility in reducing overall gas costs and does not distort behavior as in single factor172

programs.173

                                                
3 An example could be as dramatic as elimination of the PGA by fixing the cost of gas in base rates or as simple as

sharing savings from off-system or interruptible gas sales. See e.g., Current PGA and FAC Practices:
Implications for Ratemaking in Competitive Markets,” Robert Burns, Market Eifert and Peter Nagler, National
Regulatory Research Institute, Report NRRI 91-13, November 1991, pp. 80-84.

4 In some cases this is exactly what the PUC intended. For example, incentives can be provided to increase
interruptible sales to increase reliability during peak periods as noted in footnote 3.

5 Note that Exhibit KAM-2 does not review plans that include incentives for the overall distribution company.
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Q. What is the appropriate framework for evaluating the pe rformance of the GCPP?174

A. The Illinois Public Utility Act Section 9-244(c) states that the two-year review is175

designed to examine whether or not the program has achieved its objectives.  Any176

changes proposed to the plan must provide a better opportunity for the program to meet177

its objectives relative to the current program.  The exact language and objectives are178

laid out in more detail below.179

II.  Legislative Standard and Policy Guidance180

Q. What legislative standard did you use in guiding your analysis?181

A. According to Section 9-244(c) of the Illinois Public Utility Act:182

The Commission shall open a proceeding to review any program183
approved under subsection (b) 2 years after the program is first184
implemented to determine whether the program is meeting its185
objectives, and may make such revisions , no later than 270186
days after the proceeding is opened, as are necessary to result in187
the program meeting its objectives.  A utility may elect to188
discontinue any program so revised.  The Commission shall not189
otherwise direct a utility to revise, modify or cancel a program190
during its term of operation, except as found necessary, after191
notice and hearing, to ensure system reliability.192

(Emphasis added).193

Q. How have you used this legislative language to organize your review of the  GCPP?194

A. Within the context of the incentive framework contained in the Order, my analysis195

addresses the legislative language by examining the stated objectives of the GCPP as196

articulated in the Order.  These objectives are as follows:6197

                                                
6 See Order at 2-3.
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1. Align the interests of ratepayers and the Company by providing the appropriate198
economic incentives for NICOR Gas to improve its performance in providing199
customers with the best gas prices available, while recognizing the need for200
continued reliability and security of supply.201

2. Encourage the appropriate use of competitive market opportunities and risk202
management mechanisms for procurement of gas supply, transportation, and203
storage services by establishing a reasonable balance between risk and reward.204

3. Lower regulatory costs by establishing an objective, market-based standard for205
evaluating gas supply purchasing, planning and management, while also206
eliminating after-the-fact prudence reviews.207

Q. Do you have any comments on the proper policy path the ICC should follow?208

A. Yes.  I note that the GCPP works as a complete set of incentives and it should be209

reviewed as a whole.  The program is more than the sum of its parts.  It is the210

interaction of transportation, storage and commodity management that generates the211

benefits and not the single components by themselves.  This fact derives from the nature212

of the business and technology of the network industry that composes the natural gas213

market.  For purposes of the evaluation the Commission is required to conduct under214

Section 9-244(c), the Commission should not return to the past cost of service approach215

with its emphasis on tracking each individual cost factor.  The GCPP currently creates a216

delicate balance between risk and reward that traditional PGA regulation is unable to217

duplicate.  For example, PGA regulation does not harness incentives because it requires218

all gas costs and revenues generated from gas cost related items, to flow through to219

ratepayers as incurred.  The results of any actions taken by the Company to lower gas220

costs do not accrue to the Company but, rather, are passed on to ratepayers.7  Therefore,221

                                                
7 Simply put, a PGA regulated company will put forth no more effort than is required to meet the prudence

standard as the gains from additional effort are less than or equal to zero.
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the incentive structure in PGA regulation is based on negative incentives (i.e., avoiding222

prudence disallowance) rather than generally more powerful positive incentives that223

reward actions taken by the Company.  In other words, under PGA regulation the224

Company is “playing not to lose” rather than “playing to win,” and, in turn, ratepayers225

are harmed by the absence of cost reducing actions that would occur under PBR, but do226

not occur under PGA regulation.  Therefore, PBR regulation is designed to alter the227

incentive structure by creating leeway for the Company to profit from changing its228

behavior.  However, in reassessing the program some might  argue that we must return229

to the PGA world of regulation by reestablishing the one-for-one link between costs and230

prices.  This approach would destroy the incentives inherent in the GCPP.  Furthermore,231

if the specific components of the GCPP are altered, the delicate balance between risk232

and reward could be destroyed. In the worst case, upsetting this balance may cause the233

Company to reject the program as far too risky for its shareholders.  In a less extreme234

case, altering the balance could reduce the likelihood of innovation under the program.235

Both of these outcomes should be avoided, as they will reduce the benefits of the236

program for NICOR customers.  The best way to avoid these outcomes is for the237

Commission to determine if the program has met its goals as currently designed, and I238

will show that indeed this is the case, and, after making such a finding, allow the239

program to continue as it is currently designed.240

Q. Do you have any other comments?241

A. Yes.  One must also remember that this is a case of first impression, as the GCPP is the242

first gas PBR program to be approved by the Commission and accepted by an utility.243

By reviewing this program as a complete regulatory mechanism, the Commission can244
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send a signal to other local distribution companies (“LDCs”) in Illinois that it is245

interested in increasing efficiency of the gas procurement function by providing a stable246

program that maintains consistency over time.  The Commission should resist the247

temptation to endorse modifications to the parameters of the GCPP that are untested and248

unproven, as opposed to the current program that has been proven to provide customer249

benefits over time.250

III.  Brief Description of the NICOR GCPP251

Q. Please describe the GCPP as approved by the Commission’s Order.252

A. While the GCPP is described in greater detail in the Order, I will briefly review its main253

features.  The GCPP creates a single benchmark that is compared to the actual costs of254

gas in any given year to determine the performance of the Company under the plan,255

with the net benefits shared between the customers and the Company on a 50/50 basis256

(Order at 36-38).257

Q. How is the benchmark cost of gas calculated?258

A. The benchmark cost of gas consists of four factors:259

• Market index cost of gas.  This index represents the “annual cost of gas that260
customers would pay if the gas delivered to them was priced at the prevailing261
Chicago city-gate market index at the time of delivery.”  (Order at 6).262

• Storage adjustment.  This adjustment is “intended to recognize the annual263
benefit that Nicor Gas’ customers receive as a result of the Company’s purchase264
of gas supplies during off-peak periods, when prices are typically lower, the265
injection of that gas into storage, and the withdrawal of those supplies to meet266
demand during peak periods, when prices are typically higher.”  (Order at 6-7).267

• Firm deliverability adjustment.  This adjustment reflects “the level of fixed costs268
incurred by Nicor Gas on an annual basis to reserve firm transportation,269
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purchased storage and other services in order to ensure the availability of gas270
supplies for its customers during peak periods.”  (Order at 8).271

• Commodity adjustment.  This adjustment “is intended to account for any272
historical variation between the Market Index Cost and Nicor Gas’ actual273
historical gas costs that is not otherwise accounted for by the Storage Credit and274
Firm Deliverability Adjustments.”  (Order. at 9-10).275

IV.  The GCPP Aligns the Interests of Ratepayers and The Company276

Q. What was the first objective of the program?277

A. The first objective of the program was stated as follows:278

…align the interests of ratepayers and the Company by providing279
the appropriate economic incentives for NICOR Gas to improve280
its performance in providing customers with the best gas prices281
available, while recognizing the need for continued reliability and282
security of supply.283

(Order at 2-3).284

Q. How have you analyzed whether the current program aligns the interest of285

ratepayers and shareholders?286

A. There are two aspects of whether the GCPP meets this objective.  First, I will review the287

nature of the incentives under the GCPP and traditional PGA regulation.  This will288

include a review of the mechanisms of the program to determine whether or not the289

mechanism aligns the interests of ratepayers and shareholders.  Second, I will review290

how the Company has changed its behavior in response to the incentives embodied in291

the GCPP.292
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A. The GCPP Form of PBR Aligns the Interests of Ratepayers and The293
Company294

Q. Why is the incentive structure in the GCPP consistent with “aligning the interests295

of ratepayers and the Company?”296

A. In order to answer this question I will examine the nature of the incentives under297

traditional regulation and compare those incentives to the incentives created under the298

existing structure of the GCPP.299

Q. What are the incentives created under traditional PGA regulation?300

A. Under PGA regulation the Company is attempting to manage the cost of gas301

procurement relative to a generalized measure of market prices.  The prudence process302

is an exercise that both ensures that the Company spent what it said it spent and reviews303

purchasing tactics to make sure that significant mistakes were not made.  After this304

process, costs are passed through to consumers.8  Under this transaction by transaction305

approach there is no incentive to improve efficiency or to take reasonable risks that306

could save money because the costs of mistakes may well be denied recovery and the307

benefits from the risks will be passed through to customers alone.9308

                                                
8 Note that under PGA regulation a company takes the risk that prudent costs will be disallowed and ratepayers

take the risk that imprudent costs will be allowed.
9 In a recent report on the gas market in Illinois the issue of risk mitigation strategies was broached. It was

suggested that prudence reviews do not automatically deny recovery of the cost of risk mitigation or hedging
strategies. (See “NOI Manager’s Report ,” Docket 01 NOI-1, Notice of Inquiry into the Recent Increase in the
Price of Natural Gas.) While this is surely true,  in practice, a rational company would not engage in such
activities if there was a chance that the costs of these activities would be denied and the benefits of the activities
be passed on to customers. This asymmetry has been recognized by many regulatory agencies and observers of
the industry. See e.g., Regulating Independent Power Producers: A Policy Analysis. Office of Economic Policy,
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, October 13, 1987, p. 33. See also, Current PGA and FAC Practices:
Implications for Ratemaking in Competitive Markets,” Robert Burns, Market Eifert and Peter Nagler, National
Regulatory Research Institute, Report NRRI 91-13, November 1991, pp. 176-179.
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Q. How do the incentives under the GCPP differ from those under PGA review?309

A. There are several ways the GCPP results in a realignment of incentives.310

• Immediate Connection between Action and Reward.  Under the GCPP, the311
Company is provided an explicit benchmark by which to measure its own312
behavior on an immediate basis.  This immediate connection between action and313
reward is a clear improvement over the lagged connection that occurs in PGA314
review.  This linkage provides the Company with the correct economic315
incentives (i.e., market-based incentives) to operate its gas procurement function316
on a more commercial basis relative to PGA regulation.317

• Elimination of Prudence Review Frees Company to Concentrate on Gas318
Purchasing Business.  The Company is no longer subject to prudence reviews,319
which allows management to manage the system in a commercially sensible320
way rather than toward a prudence standard.  In addition, utilizing a single321
benchmark provides the Company with flexibility to manage its assets and322
commodity decisions jointly to beat the general benchmark.323

• Utilizing a Single Cost Benchmark.  By employing a general index the Company324
has the flexibility to engage in tradeoffs between transportation, storage and325
commodity sales to find the most effective ways of beating the benchmark.  This326
flexibility represents a significant advantage over the transaction by transaction327
approach that characterizes traditional regulation.328

• Customers Protected by Benchmark.  By benchmarking the prices paid by329
customers to a market index, customers are assured of paying no more than the330
market price of gas plus or minus any sharing.  Customer interests are satisfied331
by maintaining prices at a reasonable level and the Company is freed to pursue332
better management practices (some of which will be discussed below).333

• Sharing of Net Benefits.  The GCPP provides for a sharing of the net benefits334
from the Company’s actions.  Therefore, as the Company’s share of the335
proceeds increases so does the customer’s share, creating a natural alignment of336
interests.  This is different from PGA regulation under which all the net benefits337
(including prudent costs) would be the responsibility of the customers, creating a338
natural tension between the shareholders and the ratepayers.  Sharing the net339
benefits that result from the difference between actual costs and the benchmark340
costs links the interests of shareholders and ratepayers.341

Q. What results of the program can you point to that verify the incentives discussed342

above?343
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A. First and foremost, the Company provided reliable service during the term of the344

program.  This is critical, as one of the criticisms of PBR programs is that quality can345

suffer if the correct incentives are not in the plan.  Under the GCPP, reliability was346

never compromised and therefore, as far as reliability is concerned, the incentives347

contained within the plan had their intended effect on the Company.  In addition, during348

much of the term of the plan, gas prices were extremely volatile, hitting record levels in349

the winter of 2000-2001.  The fact that the program succeeded in maintaining reliable350

service in a period of extremely volatile gas prices, suggests that the program is robust351

to a variety of conditions in the marketplace.  Second, as indicated in NICOR reports to352

the Commission concerning the GCPP and reviewed in NICOR Exhibit No. 1, the353

program provided benefits in the form of shared savings to customers.  Third, as I detail354

throughout my testimony, the Company’s behavior has clearly changed as a result of355

these incentives in a manner that suggest NICOR is utilizing its assets (including human356

assets) in a more effective and efficient manner.357

B. The Company has Altered its Behavior in Response to the Incentives in the358
GCPP359

Q. How has the Company responded to the incentives created by the GCPP?360

A. There are three main areas of behavioral change that I have identified that are directly361

related to the GCPP.362

• Management of Capacity and Storage Assets363

• Organizational Changes364

• Cultural Change365

Q. Please describe the management of capacity and storage assets.366
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A. The Company has entered into contracts with third parties, related to transportation and367

storage.  The objective of these contracts is to optimizes the value of those assets.368

These arrangements helped add value to the NICOR assets through various tasks369

including:370

• Technical support and analysis related to forward basis analysis and storage371
values;372

• Leading strategy meetings;373

• Recommending timing to lock in hedging positions; and374

• Providing market analysis, support and training.375

The Company, and in turn customers, benefit from these activities in addition to the376

optimization of transportation and storage assets to reduce gas costs.  For example,377

employees have had the opportunity to increase and expand skills, which will allow the378

Company to exploit internal resources in a more efficient manner in the future.379

Q. Please describe some of the organization changes that occurred as a result of the380

GCPP.381

A. In response to the incentives created by the GCPP, NICOR has made several changes in382

its organization that are designed to take advantage of the flexibility offered by the383

program and to more closely monitor the results of NICOR’s actions.  In my review of384

the program, I found several changes to NICOR’s organization that can be associated385

with the GCPP.  The organizational changes discovered help focus the Company on the386

goals of the GCPP and provide better monitoring of effort and accomplishments over387

time.  Examples include the following:388
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• Gas Purchasing Department.389

 In November 1999, the Company added two positions to the Gas390
Purchasing Department to focus specifically on the GCPP. The391
additional responsibilities include working with the transportation and392
storage contractors, optimizing storage and transportation assets with the393
use of risk management tools, and tracking the strategies and tools394
utilized.395

 In April 2001 the Company made another organizational change to the396
department by  separating it into three groups—Transportation and397
Administration, Portfolio Optimization, and Supply Optimization. This398
reorganization  allows the department to better focus on the areas of risk399
and opportunity created by the GCPP, namely, transportation, storage400
and commodity.401

• Supply Accounting Group.402

 The Company added a Director—Supply Accounting to head the403
department as well as a  PBR Accounting Analyst. This enables a greater404
focus on the specific costs and benefits of particular decisions on a more405
real-time basis than is necessary under PGA regulation.406

Q. Please describe how incentives impact corporate culture.407

A. Adopting an explicit incentive mechanism, such as the GCPP, provides incentives for408

the utility to change its behavior as these incentives alter the corporate culture of an409

utility.  In the old world of PGA regulation, there is little incentive to focus on new and410

innovative methods of taking advantage of gas markets.  The focus, rather, is on “don’t411

do anything imprudent.”  However, under a PBR design like the GCPP, the focus of the412

utility changes to “how can we maximize profits,” which in turn leads to a413

maximization of customer savings through the sharing mechanism.  This change is a414

direct result of linking customer benefits with Company profits.  This is especially true415

when the Company begins to link individual employee behavior, through incentive416

compensation, to corporate goals.  The result is that new ideas, new processes and new417

ways of approaching the business will be explored as well as new activities pursued and418
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corporate resources allocated and managed in ways consistent with maximizing the419

benefits from the incentives in place.420

Q. How do incentives affect individual employee behavior?421

A. Introduction of incentives similarly affects individual behavior.  When an individual422

knows he/she can make a difference, and be rewarded for it, the individual is more423

likely to expend incremental effort.  Absent specific incentives, an individual will tend424

to concentrate his/her efforts on activities that produce the greatest individual marginal425

benefits (e.g., recognition),which may not necessarily work directly towards the426

profitability of the organization.  Therefore, it is critical for the employer to create427

specific targets for the individual that align the employee’s individual targets with those428

of the organization.  Incentive regulation, such as the GCPP, provides the opportunity429

for the utility to link pay more directly with performance.430

Q. What have you found that indicates the corporate culture has changed at NICOR431

as a result of the GCPP?432

A. I have found three general areas where cultural change can be observed at NICOR as a433

result of the GCPP.434

1. Incentive compensation.  Many utilities are somewhat hesitant to implement435
incentive compensation as some PUC’s are unwilling to recognize such436
payments as legitimate costs of doing business.  However, many US businesses437
use some form of performance or incentive compensation to more closely align438
the interests of the business and employees, and, in turn, increase productivity.439
As a result of the GCPP, NICOR has been able to create an environment in440
which employees are directly compensated for reducing the total gas costs441
passed on to customers.  This change has begun to create a culture of442
performance within the supply department at NICOR as can be seen by some of443
the issues I have discussed elsewhere in this testimony.444
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2. Increasing Human Capital.  In today’s gas market, the purchasing of gas and the445
efficient management of storage and transportation assets are much more446
complicated that just ten years ago  Under PGA regulation, the incentive for447
adding to the skill sets of employees is limited to those skills that are needed to448
pass the prudence reviews.  However, under the GCPP the incentives are449
somewhat different and should prompt the Company to begin to expand the skill450
sets of its employees.  This is exactly what I have found at NICOR after the451
GCPP was implemented. Examples include:452

• Developing hedging strategies financial tools, including futures, swaps453
and options.  Specific skills that have been expanded since the GCPP454
was put in place include:455

 Utilizing financial swaps to lock-in transportation basis spreads;456

 Gaining experience in locking-in storage value from one month457
to the next by using futures contracts; and458

 Utilizing options to better manage commodity risk.459

• Employees have an on-going training schedule for reviewing and further460
understanding gas market activity and the tools used in the modern gas461
market.  Such training has occurred through both formal (i.e., training462
classes) and informal means (i.e., interaction with third party contractors,463
suppliers and co-workers).464

3. Greater Recognition of the Market. If the GCPP is working correctly we should465
also observe NICOR’s supply department becoming more sensitive to factors466
that influence the gas commodity markets and the value of transportation and467
storage assets.  In reviewing the Company’s progress under the GCPP, I made468
the following observations:469

• The Company  had an options evaluation model developed for the470
purposes of helping in the evaluation of option values and for assisting in471
trading options.472

• The Company is testing its storage operational boundaries based on473
weather and market conditions, while maintaining the reliability of the474
system.475

• NICOR has been optimizing transportation values through increased476
buying and selling as opposed to capacity release transactions that477
require a 10-15 percent sharing of the value with third party shipper.478

• There has been an increased market awareness of current month pricing,479
natural gas futures contract pricing and developing market views and480
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expectations.  This is a critical aspect of the overall learning process that481
NICOR is undergoing under the GCPP.482

• There has also been a greater awareness and analysis of markets outside483
the Chicago region to gain understanding of national natural gas price484
activity (i.e., Canada, Rockies, California).485

All of these facts indicate a company that is undergoing significant cultural change in486

response to the altered incentive structure.487

V.  Exploiting Market Opportunities, Innovation, and Utilizing Appropriate Risk488
Management Techniques489

Q. What was the second objective of the Program?490

A. The second objective was stated as follows:491

… encourage the appropriate use of competitive market492
opportunities and risk management mechanisms for procurement493
of gas supply, transportation, and storage services by establishing494
a reasonable balance between risk and reward.495

(Order at 3).496

Q. How has the Company employed market opportunities and risk management tools497

under the program?498

A. The adoption of the incentive program has resulted in a number of innovations and499

changes in the behavior of the Company.  I will review three main areas of change that500

are important.501

• Managing Opportunities.  Changes in management of supply sales, buy/sell and502
capacity release.503

• Managing Risk.  Innovations in storage management that go beyond system504
operation and weather responses.505

• Information Gathering and Analysis.  Changes in behavior regarding506
information and management systems, daily price evaluations, futures and other507
options employed.508
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A. Managing Opportunities509

Q. Please describe the changes in management of opportunities as a result of the510

GCPP.511

A. In the past, capacity not needed for utility purchases was typically “released” to the512

market at the value available at the time of the release.  The utility typically captured513

85-90 percent of the value.  Under the PBR, however, the following changes were514

made, relative to firm deliverability:515

• Rather than releasing capacity when not needed for utility purchases, some of516
the capacity was retained by NICOR.  This capacity was then used to purchase517
gas in the field and deliver it to the city gate, where it was then sold to a third518
party.  This allowed the utility to capture 100 percent of the value between the519
field price and the city gate price.  This also brought additional risk520
(counterparty, performance, and price) and administrative work (i.e., staff521
resources) since the Company is responsible for credit risk and collection of the522
sales dollars from the counter party.523

• Along with selling gas, NICOR has utilized the over-the-counter basis market.524
Basis values are traded as over-the-counter tools and reflect the price difference525
(spread) between a field production area purchase location and the Chicago city526
gate market.  To the extent a spread exists that is greater than the variable costs527
to move that gas from the field location to the Chicago market, an opportunity528
exists to lock in the spread.  The Company locks in the value between the529
Chicago city gate price and the gas purchased in the field and delivered to the530
city gate by buying and selling financial basis and by buying NYMEX contracts531
to “fix” the associated fuel charges.  As market conditions change and the532
spreads widen out, savings can be locked in to lower gas costs.533

• As discussed above, NICOR entered into agreements with two parties to help534
capitalize on competitive market conditions.  One party focused on the535
Company’s firm transportation assets and the other party focused on storage536
assets.  The contractors’ goals were to help create value with these assets by537
identifying competitive market opportunities and determining ways to take538
advantage of those conditions.539
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B. Managing Risk540

Q. How has the Company’s management of storage changed as a result of the541

incentives in the GCPP?542

A. The Company experimented with the operational boundaries of its storage flexibility,543

while maintaining the integrity of the storage fields.  For example, to the extent that the544

physical operations of the storage fields allow, subject to reliability requirements,545

injections and withdrawals were moved from one month to another when weather and546

market conditions allowed.  To the extent the Company is able to change the pattern for547

its actual injections and withdrawals, an opportunity may exist to reduce gas costs.  This548

can be accomplished by accommodating changes in the injection and withdrawal549

patterns and entering into hedging arrangements to lock in price differentials related to550

the injection and withdrawal patterns.551

Q. How would the Company make these arrangements?552

A. As relatively liquid futures and over-the counter markets exist for gas commodity, these553

markets can be used to “lock in” the spread differences between the months.  For554

instance, during an injection month, if the cash price was less than the next month’s555

future price, the Company, if operationally possible, could buy more injection gas in the556

current month and sell the next month’s future contract to lock in the price difference.557

The Company would then purchase less injection gas in the next month, locking in a gas558

cost reduction. Of course, all of these options can only be utilized to the extent there is559

operational capability and operational reliability is maintained.560

Q. What type of risk is associated with purchasing gas commodity?561
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A. Volatility in the gas commodity markets is unpredictable and, as the last fifteen months562

has shown, this volatility can be rather extreme, both within the month and from month-563

to-month.  The decision concerning the amount of first-of-month (“FOM”) priced gas to564

purchase and the amount and timing of daily priced gas to purchase can create565

challenges for cost minimization.  In addition, variability of weather and customer566

usage along with providing system reliability can create rather complex buying and567

selling decisions.  All of these unknowns result in commodity risk, which must be568

managed to the extent possible.569

Q. What approaches has the Company taken to address these risks?570

A. In an effort to mitigate these risks, several strategies were employed:571

• Utilizing  FOM swing contracts that allow calling on FOM-priced gas during the572
month.  These contracts can come with very high demand premiums, however,573
they act as a type of insurance.  For example, if cold weather causes daily prices574
to increase, the FOM contracts can be used to reduce gas costs compared to575
buying daily priced gas on that day.576

• If colder than normal weather is a concern (i.e., prices might rise during the577
month) the Company can purchase more FOM-priced gas than would be578
associated with “normal” weather.  If prices do indeed increase, overall gas costs579
will be lower.  The risk, of course, is that the cold weather does not materialize580
and the prices fall, causing higher gas costs than would have been experienced if581
more daily gas were purchased.582

• A variation on purchasing more FOM-priced gas detailed above is to purchase583
more FOM-priced gas and a put option (i.e., the right to sell the gas at that584
price).  This strategy protects against having too much FOM-priced gas in a585
falling market (e.g., warmer than “normal” weather), but also comes with a586
demand charge premium. Again, the premium paid is for the insurance function587
that these financial contracts provide.588

Q. What assurances does the Commission have that the Company will not take589

unjustifiable risks?590
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A. The best assurance is the benchmarking of costs and the requirement that NICOR share591

in any losses attributable to the program.  This limits the incentive of the Company to592

engage in unwarranted hedging procedures.  In practice, NICOR policy explicitly593

prohibits the use of derivative transactions for the purposes of speculation and clearly594

indicates that the use of such products is for the hedging of risks associated with both595

commodity risk and basis risk.  Both the incentives inherent in the program and596

Company policy make the likelihood that any inappropriate trading will occur597

exceedingly small.598

C. Information Gathering and Analysis599

Q. Please describe any additional information gathering and analysis that NICOR has600

employed since the inception of the GCPP.601

A. NICOR has traditionally analyzed monthly and daily planning activities in its role of602

managing its system and ensuring reliability.  However, as a result of the GCPP,603

NICOR has increased the level of detail required to make these decisions in order to604

more closely follow market trends, system utilization and factors that influence the605

value of NICOR’s assets, including gas commodity.  In addition to the analysis and data606

gathering that was identified above under my discussion of cultural change, NICOR has607

also increased its intra-month data gathering and analysis by reviewing daily and rest-608

of-month estimate of sales and storage activity.  This allows expected sales and storage609

positions to be tracked relative to the initial monthly set up to allow operational and610

financial decisions.  This increase in the level and detail of analysis would have been611

unnecessary under a PGA clause as the marginal value from this type of information is612

minimal in that environment.613
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VI.  The GCPP Lowers Regulatory Costs614

Q. What was the final objective of the Program?615

A. This objective was stated as follows:616

…lower regulatory costs by establishing an objective, market-617
based standard for evaluating gas supply purchasing, planning,618
and management, while also eliminating after-the-fact prudence619
reviews.620

(Order at 3).621

Q. What areas provide lower regulatory costs as a result of the GCPP?622

A. This cost savings result from two areas.623

• An objective standard for review (indirect cost savings); and624

• Elimination of direct costs of regulation (direct cost savings).625

Q. How has an objective standard helped lower regulatory costs?626

A. The objective standard (i.e., the benchmark) helps to reduce indirect regulatory costs627

through allowing the Company commercial flexibility in its purchasing procedures.  To628

the extent that this allows NICOR to allocate resources in a more efficient manner,629

relative to PGA regulation, the indirect costs of PGA regulation have been reduced.10630

Q. Please describe the cost savings from elimination of the prudence review.631

A. One of the benefits of adopting the program has been the reduction in time and costs632

associated with the annual prudence reviews of the Company’s gas purchases.633

                                                
10 Note that some of the resource reallocation has addressed the issues raised in other parts of my testimony (recall

that NICOR did not receive a baserate increase as a result of the implementation of the GCPP).
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Typically these gas purchase reviews involve both Company and Commission Staff634

time.  In examining the Company time associated with these reviews, the Company635

estimates direct annual saving of $100,000.  Under a PBR program this money can be636

spent directly on activities that may result in lower total costs of service rather than on637

administrative tasks that may be of little or no direct benefit to customers.638

VII.  Conclusion639

Q. What have you concluded from your analysis outlined in this testimony?640

A. Section 9-244 (c) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act requires that the Commission641

review the GCPP to determine if it is meeting its objectives.  These objectives are three-642

fold:643

1. Align the interests of ratepayers and the Company by providing the appropriate644
economic incentives for NICOR Gas to improve its performance in providing645
customers with the best gas prices available, while recognizing the need for646
continued reliability and security of supply.647

2. Encourage the appropriate use of competitive market opportunities and risk648
management mechanisms for procurement of gas supply, transportation, and649
storage services by establishing a reasonable balance between risk and reward.650

3. Lower regulatory costs by establishing an objective, market-based standard for651
evaluating gas supply purchasing, planning, and management, while also652
eliminating after-the-fact prudence reviews.653

The program has met its three stated objective by creating an incentive environment that654

aligns the interests of ratepayers and shareholders.  The GCPP has provided customer655

benefits in the form of sharing revenues with customers over the life of the program,656

while maintaining the reliability of the system.  Furthermore, NICOR’s corporate657

culture has changed as a result of this program toward utilizing more commercially658

aligned gas procurement techniques.  The Company is also learning the proper use of659
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risk management tools and is finding innovative approaches to solving programs.  The660

program has also reduced both direct and indirect regulatory costs.  Finally, this661

program has delivered benefits to both NICOR and its customers during a period of662

extreme price volatility and market uncertainty.  The robustness of the program to663

extreme conditions is testament to its sound design.664

As the purpose of a PBR benchmark is not necessarily to perfectly track the old “cost of665

service” but, rather, to produce a program that succeeds at moving the Company toward666

more commercial oriented gas procurement operations, while maintaining the reliability667

of the system, the GCPP can be considered a success in meeting its objectives.668

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony in this Docket?669

A. Yes it does.670
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